
Coca-cola factory

Like to go there 
because I would 
like to know how 
Coca-Cola is made

Coca-Cola started in the South. In 1866, Dr. John S. Pemberton, 
a pharmacist in Atlanta, Georgia, created what would become 
the most recognized and popular soft drink on earth. Coca-Cola 
was first bottled in 1894 in Vicksburg, Mississippi. Before that, 
Coca-Cola was only sold from soda fountains.



Disney world is a popular tourist 
destination. Theme parks animal 
kingdom restaurants. It is located in 
Florida. 

I want to go to 
Disney world 
because My 
brother went there 
and I know it is 
fun.



It is the largest known swamp. Many 
waterways flow through the flat lands 
of the Everglades. You may see 
crocodiles here! I would like to go here 
because I like warm places and it 
would be fun to see the wild life.

You are looking at Everglades National park in Florida. 
The Everglades is a vast area of swamp,



Appalachian mountains  they are the 
oldest mountains in the world. They 
cover most of top part of the southeast 
region. Some of the parts are 6,000 
feet. I would want to go there because it 
would be neat to see all the mountains.



I want to go there 
because I like peanuts 
and they are very good.

Georgia farm to eat peanuts the southeast has good land 
for growing crops because the soil is rich. Also, it has a long 
growing season. More than half of the peanuts grown in 
United States happens in Georgia. 



                   KENNEDY SPACE STATION

Another popular tourist attraction.

It is located in Florida.

Most of our space shuttles launches from here.

⭐️ I would want to go there because I have never seen 
a space station before and I would like to see one.



I would want to go there because I would 
like to see all the different kinds of 
waterfalls.

Rivers/waterfalls

Most of the rivers begin at the Appaluchianmis.There is 
good soil for furming. Place where mountains hit the 
plain the water runs off and Makes a waterfall crectes 
ehectilcitg.



Miami is one of the busiest port city's. Home to many 
cruise ships about. 3000000 people leave on cruise 
ships each year from Miami. The resin why I want to go 
there is because I want to ride on a cruises ship.



Bluegrass is popular in the southeast. Also birth place of 
country music. Lois Armstrong was a popular jazz trumpet 
player. We would like to hear the different types of music.

Music



SOutheast is the center of our country's textile industry
Makes Yarn cloth,carpet. Trees are raised here as a crop. 
We want to go here because we want to see everything 
that they make with cotton






